
Nilfisk GU 305/355/355-DUAL/455-DUAL

Nilfisk 
Upright vacuum cleaners



A vacuum cleaner you can trust
2

An upright vacuum cleaner represents walk-and-clean 

convenience, and for carpeted flooring in particular, there 

is no better answer. 

Incorporating all the latest technology that one expects 

from a market leader, the new Nilfisk GU series of up-

rights is designed to clean quickly, quietly and efficiently. 

With high-grade filtration and a HEPA filter option on all 

models, these upright vacuums secure a good indoor air 

quality. They can be used for offices and hotels as well as in 

hospitals, nursing homes and elderly-care facilities. 

Easy to use, easy to handle, and built to withstand the 

inevitable knocks of everyday use, the new Nilfisk GU series 

takes upright vacuuming to a new level of efficiency.

The body can be lowered all the way to 

the floor allowing these Nilfisk upright 

vacuums to clean around and under 

furniture. The hose and tube  makes 

overhead and detail cleaning easy



Features that you expect from a leader
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vacuums are lightweight and have a carrying handle  

for easy transfer from room to room

 

hard-to-reach areas

 

even in sound-sensitive areas

 

variants, means that even the tiniest dust particles  

are trapped for good indoor air quality

The handle is adjustable so that it is comfortable 

to use regardless of the user’s height. Lowering of 

the body allows cleaning beneath furniture

The brush is easily accessed without 

the need for tools for easy replace-

ment, maintenance and cleaning

Easy access to suction hose for 

removal of any blockages that 

may arise

Indicators guide the user

The dust bag is ‘universally’ sized

and is easy to interchange

A HEPA 13 filter is optional for all models 

in this series so that the machine can be 

used where maximum dust filtration is 

required



Designed better to clean faster

Nilfisk-Advance A/S

Sognevej 25

DK-2605 Brøndby

Denmark

Tel.: +45 43 23 81 00

Fax: +45 43 43 77 00

www.nilfisk-advance.com

The clever design of the GU upright 

series includes carefully thought 

out onboard storage places for all 

accessories

Technical specifications

Description Unit GU 305 GU 355 GU 355-DUAL GU 455-DUAL 

IP protection class IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20

Rated power W 1000 1000 1200 1200

Sound power W 130 130 150 150

Airflow l/sec. 44 44 44 44

Vacuum kPa 24 24 24 24

Sound pressure level BS 5415 dB(A) 62 62 62 62

Dust bag capacity litres 4 4 4 4

Brush diameter mm 65 65 65 65

Brush speed rpm 2700 2700 3500 3500

Cable length m 15 15 15 15

Main filter area cm2 196 196 - -

Main filter area HEPA cm2 - - 2400 2400

Length x width x height cm 33x30.5x121 33x35.5x121 33x35.5x121 33x45.5x121

Weight kg 7.7 7.7 8.5 8.5

 Specifications and details are subject to change without prior notice.

The beater brush height is 

adjustable so that best cleaning 

results can be achieved, regardless 

of floor type or condition 

The HEPA filter compartment is 

fully accessible for convenience

The handle is adjustable for full 

operating convenience
On-board extension hose and tube 

for cleaning hard-to-reach areas

The dust bag is easily accessed for 

quick and simple changing. An extra 

dust bag is stored in the machine

Flat brush head cleans close 

to wall and under furniture

The 15 metre cord is 

stored on the machine
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